EcoGen
Technology

Hydrogen Fuel Enhacement System

BETTER FUEL ECONOMY

LONGER ENGINE LIFE

Through better engine efficiency

By elimination of carbon deposits

HIGHER ENGINE PERFORMANCE

FEWER HARMFUL EMISSIONS

Due to more efficient combustion

Less fuel is burned more completely

THE ECOGEN UNIT CAN BE INSTALLED ON ANY DIESEL ENGINE

EcoGen Technology

Hydrogen Fuel Enhacement System
Internal Combustion Engines:
In an Internal Combustion Engine, high-energy petroleum-based fuels are vapourized,
injected, contained, compressed, and ignited to generate enormous pressure, which
applies force to move a piston down during the power stroke in each of the engine's
cylinders. Due to the relatively slow flame speed in the air/fuel mixture and the limited
time available for burning the fuel in the engine's cylinders during the power stroke,
combustion of the fuel is incomplete, resulting in power inefficiencies and unburned
by-products.
Diesel engines have high efficiency, durability, and reliability but are considered one of
the most significant contributors to environmental pollution. The four primary pollutant
emissions from diesel engines are carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons (HC), PM and
nitrogen oxides (NOx).

How the EcoGen Technology works:
The EcoGen system uses provides small amounts of on-demand Hydrogen (H2) and
Oxygen (O2) gases that flow through the air intake of a diesel engine. The hydrogenoxygen mixture is produced only when the engine is running through the electrolysis
of water. The 2:1 mixture of H2 and O2 gases produced is then used as an
"accelerant" to the fuel combustion process in the engine.
When introduced into the engine's air intake, the mixture of hydrogen and oxygen
gases dramatically improves the combustion of the fuel mixture in the engine's
cylinders. More effective fuel combustion results in lower fuel consumption, reduced
harmful exhaust emissions, fewer diesel particulates, and more power and torque.

Why choose EcoGen?
With EcoGen, the improved combustion leads up to 47% more torque and as much as
3% more horsepower, up to 30% less fuel consumption and greenhouse gases, up to
60% less NOx, and up to 95% reduction in diesel particulates, diesel particulate filter
(DPF) regen cycles and cleaning.
A primary challenge in all industries today is how to optimize power and operations
while reducing the impact on the environment, all while maximizing cost reductions.
There is nothing foreseeable to replacing diesel engines; however, there are rising
concerns with the increasing cost of fuel, environmental levies, and ESG
(Environmental, Social, and Governance) scorecards. Eco-Gen Technology provides all
the benefits of a diesel engine, the portability, and the power but bridges the gap
between environmentalism and cost reductions.
The EcoGen technology is the new reality to crush every diesel engine emission. We
are all familiar with the black smoke billowing out of diesel engines, commonly called
rolling coal; this ingenious technology turns that black smoke into power for your
engine. Your power increase comes from fuel-burning efficiency instead of that fuel
shooting out the smokestack. Black smoke or particulate matter (PM) is a mixture of
carbon, sulfates, unburnt fuel, and lubricating oil, among other harmful substances. It
is considerably higher (six to ten times) in diesel engines than in gasoline engines.
Finally, any excess carbon build-up in the internal combustion engine will be burnt off.
The diesel engine will run much cleaner, dramatically increasing engine life. Because
the engine burns cleaner, oil maintains its viscosity and lubricity longer, increasing
engine lift and reducing maintenance costs.
Everyone is a winner with EcoGen, a technology that allows you to save on fuel
expense, increase equipment longevity, and reduce maintenance. All while protecting
human health and reducing emissions.

Why use Hydrogen?
Hydrogen is the simplest and most
abundant element in the universe; its
most common occurrence on earth is in
water. It has been known since 1800
that water may be separated into its
two elemental components, hydrogen
and oxygen, by electrolysis. Hydrogen
burns nearly one order of magnitude
faster than petroleum fuels (almost ten
times as fast), and its flames can travel
closer to colder zones in the cylinder of
internal combustion engines.

